Wobble Trap Range Rules

• Treat every gun as if it were loaded.

• All shotgun actions are to kept open – no shells in gun when not in shooter’s box or station. Load only when you are prepared to fire.

• Always keep muzzle pointed in a safe direction – no exceptions!

• Ear and eye protection are for your own safety and are required at all times for everyone on or near the course – shooters and spectators.

• Shoot only from the designated shooter’s box or station.

• Empty gun and clear the action before turning or leaving the shooter’s box or station.

• No shot size bigger than 7 ½ load permitted and no loads heavier than 1 1/8 permitted. No steel shot permitted.

• No alcoholic beverages or abusive language on the course.

• Pick up your empty shells and dispose of them in the containers provided.

• Make sure you fill the trap and release the spring arm when you are finished.

• Deposit funds in furnished mail box and fill out sign-in sheet.

• Non-members are required to fill out guest waivers. Guests are the responsibility of dues-paying members, who should accompany them at all times.

• Children must be under the direct and close control and supervision of their parent or guardian while on the course.

• All guns not in actual use shall have their actions visibly open in such a manner that any prudent person could tell the weapon is safe.

• Anyone breaking these rules will be subject to disciplinary action as determined by the Board of Directors – WE TAKE THESE RULES VERY SERIOUSLY – being ejected from the facility and from membership are among the best of several outcomes you could expect if you violate these rules.